REPORT OF
INAUGURATION OF MATERIAL DEVELOPMENT RESOURCE CENTRE, DSD
&
TEACHERS’ RESOURCE CENTRE, (DSD LAB SCHOOL)
PILOT SECONDARY SCHOOL
ON 16th JUNE 2015
To help in promoting quality education, DSD always strives to get opportunities for improved training materials development for effective learning and training needs. For this purpose GIZ, being one of the support partners was asked to provide facilities.

Accordingly, GIZ has provided technical and financial assistance to develop 04 Teacher Training Resource Centers (RC) at select High Schools in Punjab i.e. Lahore, Okara and Khushab. These resource centers are having necessary equipments and support articles for training and learning.

In Lahore, 2 centers have been established, one in DSD for the training material developers and another in the lab school of DSD (Pilot Secondary School) as teachers training resource centre (RC).

In DSD, the room allocated for material development was renovated. Following articles are placed in the room: 4 desktop workstations, a scanner, Multi-media with UPS, 2 ACs, 4 bracket fans, white board, 25 chairs with tables, a water dispenser, a cupboard and an internet connecting wi-fi router. At the Lab School’s RC 25 chairs, multi-media with UPS, a desk top computer, a scanner, 4 bracket fans, soft board, a white board, a water dispenser and a cupboard is provided.

With the establishment of this center in DSD, process of material development will be facilitated, similarly, at Lab School, teachers will be benefitting with the resource centre.

On 16th June 2015, Rana Mashhood Ahmad Khan, Minister for Education, Punjab has inaugurated material development resource centre at DSD and teachers’ resource centre at Pilot Secondary School. He visited the Day Care Centre and was briefed about extend and scope of this facility. Some 15 children of trainee female teachers and DSD staff who are in the age bracket from 6 months to 4 years will be admitted.

The chief guest appreciated the efforts of School education department and DSD for improving quality of education in Punjab. He also appreciated the support of GIZ in addressing the government priorities for education.
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Chief Guest Rana Mashhood Ahmad Khan being briefed about Day Care Centre at DSD on 16\textsuperscript{th} June 2015.